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Show, don’t tell. Every good storyteller understands the importance of this principle, 
which refers to the difference between tediously explaining something and using 
powerful imagery to capture and hold your audience’s attention. While this maxim 
typically refers to storytelling on the page, in an age of increasingly personalized, 
narrative-driven, and visually-focused marketing, it’s also a lesson for brands 
seeking an authentic connection with their customers. 

This is why the concept of story-showing (as opposed to storytelling) is only going 
to become more important in the coming years. You have to use the vast range of 
visual content at your disposal to show consumers who your brand is  and what 
you stand for – whether through campaigns that address an important social issue, 
engage with local communities, or showcase the work of real people who use your 
products and services.

Consider how rapidly the landscape for marketers has changed: there are now 
billions of people on social media which has given rise to the independent content 
creator and influencers who are producing staggering amounts of high-quality 
material every day. Meanwhile, consumers expect hyper-personalized experiences 
from companies that reflect their values – across every channel, format and screen. 
This has put a whole lot of pressure on marketers who are already facing budget 
constraints and higher expectations to demonstrate the effectiveness of their work. 

But instead of being intimidated by these demands, brands and marketers should 
be exhilarated. Yes, the logistics and obstacles matter, but the era of story-showing 

Introduction

sto·ry-show·ing 
/’stôrē/ /’SHōiNG/

Presenting a compelling narrative about how 
they’ve always embodied the virtues outlined in 
this report: social responsibility, a commitment 
to improving the communities of their 
customers, and authenticity.

has the potential to launch a revolution in brand-consumer relationships. As brands 
establish more personalized connections with their customers and figure out new 
ways to align their values with the people they serve, they’ll generate more trust and 
loyalty than they ever thought possible. 

In this report, we present four long-term macro-trends culled from Catch&Release’s 
proprietary content curation and licensing platform of 150,000+ curated shots. We 
believe these larger shifts will greatly impact story-showing in 2020 and beyond, 
and fundamentally alter the way brands engage with the world.
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Consumers don’t want transactional relationships with brands – they want their 
identities to be reflected in the products they buy and services they use, which 
means their values have to be at the center of any healthy brand relationship. 

“Belief-driven buyers” are on the rise. According to a 2018 Edelman study, 64 
percent of consumers say they “choose, switch, avoid or boycott a brand based on 
its stand on societal issues” – a proportion that increased by 13 points from 2017. 
The study reported similar year-over-year increases across countries, income levels, 
and age groups (even a majority of consumers who are 55 and older now describe 
themselves as belief-driven buyers). More than half of consumers say brands can 
“do more to solve social ills than government,” while 54 percent believe it’s “easier 
for people to get brands to address social problems.”

However, consumers have problems with the way brands communicate their 
principles: according to the Edelman study, 60 percent say brands should “make it 
easier for me to see what their values and positions on important issues are when 
I am about to make a purchase,” while 56 percent say marketers spend too much 
time “looking for ways to force me to pay attention to their messages and not 
enough time thinking of ways to make me want to pay attention.” Although social 
responsibility is a good in and of itself, it won’t do much for your brand’s reputation 
and relationships if consumers have no idea what you’re up to. 

One brand that hasn’t struggled to communicate its values to consumers is Nike. 
Over the past year, Nike has been at the center of a global conversation about 
race and free expression after running an ad that featured Colin Kaepernick urging 

Belief-driven 
buyers and 
empowered 
humans

1
TREND

viewers to “believe in something.” Given the controversy surrounding NFL players 
kneeling in protest during the National Anthem – protests that were launched by 
Kaepernick to call attention to the treatment of African Americans in the United 
States – Nike’s ad may have seemed like a gamble. But according to Lisa Bright, the 
SVP and executive creative director at FCB Chicago, it was a foregone conclusion. 

“Nike has spent years building credibility about being supportive of every athlete,” 
Bright says. “They almost had to (support Kaepernick) because it was living up to 
their brand.” But this doesn’t mean Nike was forced into developing a campaign 
around Kaepernick; rather, the campaign was a confirmation of its pre-existing brand 
values. As Bright observes, Nike has positioned itself as a credible voice on social 
issues like diversity: “You put a stake in the ground and live by that. Then you can 
naturally be a part of the conversation.” This is an example of story-showing at its 
best: When a brand aligns its values with action, then incites change through visually 
compelling narratives.

Nike is also a long-standing part of the conversation about female empowerment 
– from its “Dream Crazier” ad featuring Serena Williams to campaigns that highlight 
female athletes from around the world to collaborations with organizations such as 
Gurls Talk. Thanks to the #MeToo movement and the unprecedented emphasis on 
women’s issues that we’ve witnessed over the past several years, brands have never 
had more reasons to demonstrate how they’re working to eliminate gender bias  
and other obstacles that women face. 
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https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2018-10/2018_Edelman_Earned_Brand_Global_Report.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fq2CvmgoO7I&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whpJ19RJ4JY
https://www.gurlstalk.com/
andreanoguera
Pencil
Can this wave extend a little further so that it's a little flatter / more subtle; applies to all trend title pages
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Today, achievements (and hardships) of women and girls from a micro to a 
macro level have become fertile ground for Inspirational Anthems. Many of these 
campaigns knit different elements from UGC featuring fierce young girls, to archival 
imagery of women’s historical contributions, and editorial footage highlighting 
gender equality conversations. Consumers are demanding brands show their 
support for equality of all people, and brands are listening.

A 2017 study in the Journal of Research in Marketing found that “female 
empowerment messaging … has a positive impact on ad and brand opinions, 
purchase intentions, and emotional connection to brands.” This is why many brands 
are showcasing their commitment to gender equality. For example, Pantene has 
developed what it calls a Search Human Equalizer (S.H.E.), a browser extension 
designed to eliminate bias in search engine results by filtering and repositioning 
search results to elevate those that include women. Pantene doubles down on  
this idea of story-showing by featuring footage of women  

Today, achievements (and hardships) of women and girls from a micro to a macro level have 
become fertile ground for Inspirational Anthems. Many of these campaigns knit different 
elements from UGC featuring fierce young girls, to archival imagery of women’s historical 

contributions, and editorial footage highlighting gender equality conversations. Consumers are 
demanding brands show their support for equality of all people, and brands are listening.

Visual Trend: Inspirational Anthems of Women’s Empowerment

from around the globe. Authenticity is especially important for this campaign, in that 
authenticity correlates to accuracy: real, accurate search results, exemplified by real, 
accurate visual representations of women.

Authenticity correlates to accuracy [in the case  
of Pantene’s S.H.E campaign], real, accurate  

search results are exemplified by real, accurate 
visual representations of women.
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http://www.jormonline.com/index.php/jorm/article/view/199/pdf_49
https://shetransforms.us/
andreanoguera
Pencil
can this part of the wave be cut off please? so that it's just one, flatter wave (like in our brand guidelines OR like the wave on the cover image); applies to all "visual trends" sections 
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Pantene cites a 2018 report from Pew Research Center that demonstrates how 
women are underrepresented in searches for professions, and positions S.H.E. as 
a practical solution to this problem. By giving consumers a way to actually take 
action (by adding S.H.E to their Chrome browser) and actively participate (users can 
flag biased search terms that S.H.E hasn’t balanced yet), Pantene is highlighting its 
values, increasing engagement, and extending the life of its campaign. This particular 
initiative is a reminder that images can perpetuate certain social norms, including 
harmful biases. 

Nike and Pantene aren’t the only athletic brand working to address gender 
disparities. Adidas is doing similar work with its “She Breaks Barriers” campaign, 
featuring top-tier female athletes like Utah Royals defender Becky Sauerbrunn, 
marathon runner Rahaf Khatib, and world record-setting hurdler Keni Harrison. 

She Breaks Barriers is about more than ads – it’s an effort to increase coverage of 
women’s sports through grassroots advocacy and “original programming dedicated 

to women and girls.” In August, Stadium ran a two-part series called “Change in 
Play,” which featured discussions with top female athletes and sought to increase 
exposure for female athletes. The She Breaks Barriers website also has a form letter 
visitors can send to sports networks and local media stations urging them to run 
more coverage of women’s sports.  

What makes the above above campaigns highly resonant, is the use of authentic 
visuals: found footage of Serena Williams’s earliest days as a tennis player and 
vignettes about athletes like Sauerbrunn, Khatib, and Harrison. At a time when 
consumers expect the brands they do business with to share their values and take 
action on issues that matter to them, you have more ways than ever to show them 
how you’re making an impact. Moreover, consumers want to see themselves in the 
brands they support. Showcasing women is a natural acquisition strategy in that 
seeing other women excel, succeed, be vulnerable, and overcome adversity are  
all relatable aspects to female consumers.

Consumers want to see themselves in the brands they support. 
Showcasing women is a natural acquisition strategy in that seeing other 

women excel, succeed, be vulnerable, and overcome adversity are all 
relatable aspects to female consumers.
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https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2018/12/17/gender-and-jobs-in-online-image-searches/#machine-vision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IFkxP-goIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwAwGAYq4TQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUKmUWf1jz4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.adidas.com/us/shebreaksbarriers
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Localization 
is personalization2

TREND
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Ask marketers about the most prominent trends in their industry, and you’ll almost 
certainly hear the word “personalization” right away. While we often think of 
personalization in the context of customized products, services and experiences, 
there are other fundamental issues to consider. 

Brands are more globalized than ever before. But with the surging demand for 
personalization, consumers want brands to recognize that they live in diverse 
communities with unique cultures, histories, concerns, and priorities. This is why 
marketers should always be looking for ways to demonstrate that brands understand 
and support the countries and communities where they do business. By localizing 
its messaging and visual content, a brand can show its customers that it literally 
understands where they’re coming from, and how the brand can  
fit into live their daily lives. 

Think of the last time you were at a concert and someone in the band mentioned 
the city or the venue – there’s a reason the crowd always goes wild. People feel  
a strong sense of identification with their countries, cities and communities, which 
explains the staying power of advanced targeting methods like Addressable TV 
(targeting specific audience segments with ads tailored to their preferences, 
geography or behaviors).This is a valuable lesson for brands and marketers: 
Although we’re becoming more interconnected every day, it’s clear that many 
consumers are still partial to their own corners of the world. They want the brands 
they do business with to take an active interest in their communities, which means 
marketers have to craft their campaigns around local cultural references, messages 
and images. 

Brands are more globalized 
than ever before. But with 

the surging demand for 
personalization, consumers 

want brands to recognize that 
they live in diverse communities 
with unique cultures, histories, 

concerns, and priorities.
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There have never been more ways for brands to connect with consumers around the 
world. While this has practically become a truism in the age of social media, there 
are a whole lot of other resources that allow brands and marketers to curate content 
for different consumers in different places. And in many cases, those resources 
are built around the contributions of content creators that consumers immediately 
identify with: people just like them. 

For example, Google’s Local Guides is an ever-evolving user-driven database 
and gallery that features countless locations around the world. Local Guides 
complements Google Maps by providing consumers with a huge collection of 
reviews, Q&As, and other relevant information, which helps users travel with the 
most up-to-date information available. While there are plenty of guidebooks out 
there, Local Guides uses Google’s vast reach to crowdsource travel planning –  
a service that wouldn’t be possible without high-quality user uploads. And Local 
Guides doesn’t just provide information – it also includes photos of coffee shops, 
bars, landmarks, restaurants, and other destinations (which Google monitors  
for quality and relevance). 

Local Guides is a way for one of the largest companies in the world to connect 
with even the smallest communities. Localization is part of a larger trend toward 
personalization: A 2017 Epsilon survey found that 80 percent of consumers are 
more likely to do business with a brand if it offers personalized experiences, while 
90 percent say they find personalization appealing. Tom Dunlap is the chief content 
officer at Hecho Studios, and he points out that the “name of the game now is 
personalization,” but he also recognizes that “Quality is going to be at odds with  
the amount of niche targeting that is occuring.” The crucial question, according  
to Dunlap, is: “How do you create visual storytelling that is high quality  
but personalized?”

Brands are reaching both global and local consumers with hyper-precision by 
curating content that feels “Of your community”. There has been an increasingly 
conscious effort to appeal to consumers using a localized lens, which favors  
niche specificity, over broader high-level assumptions. 

Although we’re becoming more interconnected every day, it’s clear that 
many consumers are still partial to their own corners of the world. They 
want the brands they do business with to take an active interest in their 

communities, which means marketers have to craft their campaigns 
around local cultural references, messages and images. 
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https://support.google.com/local-guides/answer/6225846?hl=en
https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences
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One of the most effective ways to provide high-quality, personalized visual content 
is to work with local content creators (many of whom already have a large pool of 
preexisting work that brands can leverage) and conduct local research to determine 
what will resonate and what won’t. But localization has proven to be a problem 
for many brands. According to a 2019 CMO Council report, 73 percent of global 
marketers “feel only partially prepared to deliver … localized experiences based on 
local language and culture,” while 57 percent say a “lack of localized market insight 
has had a negative impact.” 

To see how effective localized marketing can be, look no further than Coca-Cola.  
In one sense, Coke proves how some forms of visual content can immediately smash 
through language barriers and cultural differences – a bottle of Coke is one of the 
most iconic images in the world. However, Coke is always developing new ways 
to appeal to international consumers with campaigns that reflect unique cultural 
elements and resonate with local customers. Beyond the translation of its “Share 
a Coke” campaign into many different languages (13 in India alone, along with 
English), Coke’s localization strategy incorporates more granular cultural details  
in an effort to forge authentic relationships with its customers around the world. 

For example, in a 2017 campaign, Coke developed 35 bottle labels with a set 
of code-based messages that many Chinese Millennials use when texting one 
another. This campaign wasn’t just a creative way to appeal to the Chinese market 
– it specifically targeted young Chinese consumers, who comprise a huge sub-
demographic. It’s important to remember that local cultural references and messages 
will be interpreted differently across age groups, regions, income brackets, and  
so on. Localization encompasses all the elements of personalization that brands 
should already be thinking about. 

From Coke ads in Beijing to services like Google’s Local Guides, brands and marketers 
are increasingly developing ways to localize their content using personalized, 
localized visuals. Even brands that seem large and impersonal can cultivate more 
intimate relationships with consumers by demonstrating that their products and 
services – as well as their efforts to be socially responsible – are having a positive 
local impact. As brands continue to explore broader and broader markets, they 
should never forget that for many consumers, there’s still no place like home. 

Brands are reaching both global and local consumers with hyper-precision by 
curating content that feels “Of your community”. There has been an increasingly 

conscious effort to appeal to consumers using a localized lens, which favors 
niche specificity, over broader high-level assumptions. 

Visual Trend: Localized Lifestyle
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https://www.coca-colaindia.com/choices/celebrating-relationships-with-share-a-coke
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2017/06/28/how-coca-cola-targeting-chinas-355-million-teens-share-coke
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Digital 
ambassadors 
reach new 
audiences3

TREND
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When it comes to visual marketing, the days of traditional production are long gone. 
Picture the amount of visual content that has been posted on social media in the 
past hour. Marketing is all about creating an emotional connection with audiences 
to influence action, which is why the effectiveness of any campaign is driven 
by its resonance. Currently, we’re in content overload, which is why establishing 
authenticity and creating relevance through visual imagery is so imperative to  
the success of any creative campaign. 

Achieving resonance is often a matter of finding the right content rather than 
producing it. And independent content creators aren’t just generating a whole lot 
of high-quality creative content – they’re also ideal ambassadors for your brand 
because they’re viewed as more authentic and trustworthy than advertisers. Which 
they are, since the majority of people posting on the internet aren’t creating 
content with the intention of selling it. 

We’re in content overload, which is why establishing 
authenticity and creating relevance through visual imagery 

is so imperative to the success of any creative campaign. 

Achieving resonance is often a matter  
of finding the right content rather  

than producing it.

This is good news for marketers who face unprecedented pressure to find and 
create content with limited budgets. Chuck Schiller is the creative group head and 
a writer at The Richards Group, and he observes that there’s “no margin left in our 
industry. Clients need 15 to 20 deliverables as opposed to five. So they need more 
but they have less budget.” After pointing out that commercials have been scaled 
down, Schiller says, “Then we went to YouTube to find content. Then we went to 
stock footage because it’s cheap.” 
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With the explosion of user-generated content (UGC) on visual-centric platforms like 
Instagram, brands don’t have to settle for stock footage and other forms of low-
quality content that Dunlap and Schiller are concerned about. UGC is also a viable 
creative option that can help circumvent costs associated with shooting a live-
action production. Instead of manufacturing a visual experience for their consumers, 
advertisers can work with a huge number of talented independent content creators 
(who often become “digital ambassadors”) to provide authentic, engaging visual 
content that doesn’t require a studio, actors, or a gigantic budget. 

One of the reasons consumers trust UGC more 
than traditional, highly-produced advertising is 
the fact that it’s produced by their peers, which 

makes the content more relatable.

Altruistic vignettes of ‘beings’ helping ‘beings’ has been a predominant trend that has emerged  
over the past year. Uplifting stories of instinctual acts of kindness compel our attention and remind 

us to seek & applaud kindness in our chaotic and sometimes divisive world. It is easy to see how this 
warmth is hard to recreate in a studio, which is why so many brands are tapping user-generated 

content as the medium to show these stories.. Could the current state of global and political affairs 
have something to do with the urge to see real-life representations of kindness,  

generosity and inclusion?

Visual Trend: Good Samaritans Move the needle

Digital ambassadors, or “influencers” as they are often referred to in marketing  
and advertising, require careful consideration in terms of how to effectively leverage 
their talents and channels. Schiller explains that he’s “so hesitant when people 
talk about influencers” because merely “being on Instagram is not a solution.” 
A social media presence isn’t enough. Brands have to establish partnerships with 
independent content creators that showcase their values and create authentic 
connections with consumers; the first step to doing this is by engaging in sound 
clearance and licensing practices.

Social media is an organic, consumer-driven and communicative medium. Unlike  
TV or a billboard, it invites engagement and makes brands immediately accessible  
to consumers. One of the reasons consumers trust UGC more than traditional, 
highly-produced advertising is the fact that it’s produced by their peers, which 
makes the content more relatable. Nielsen’s Global Trust in Advertising report has 
consistently found that more consumers trust “recommendations from people  
I know” than any other type of advertising. The same can be said for the visuals 
themselves: those created by real people showcasing relatable experiences, are 
more trustworthy than staged ones.
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https://www.catchandrelease.com/licensing-in-the-age-of-the-content-creator
https://www.nielsen.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/04/global-trust-in-advertising-report-sept-2015-1.pdf
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Lisa Bright explains why the “resurgence of UGC” is only going to continue: 
“It plays into the authenticity that brands want to exude … you can’t always 

produce something to look real. Sometimes  
it has to actually be real.” 

Altruistic vignettes of ‘beings’ helping ‘beings’ has been a predominant trend that 
has emerged over the past year. Uplifting stories of instinctual acts of kindness 
compel our attention and remind us to seek & applaud kindness in our chaotic and 
sometimes divisive world. It is easy to see how this warmth is hard to recreate in 
a studio, which is why so many brands are tapping user-generated content as the 
medium to show these stories.. Could the current state of global and political affairs 
have something to do with the urge to see real-life representations of kindness, 
generosity and inclusion?

But this doesn’t mean consumers need to have a personal relationship with their 
social media peers for the content to resonate. According to a 2017 survey 
conducted by TurnTo and Ipsos, “90 percent of U.S. consumers report user-
generated content to be the most influential part of their purchase decisions.” 
Peers also have a significant impact on belief-driven buyers – Edelman reports that 

a “customer or regular person” was more likely to drive brand advocacy than any 
other type of spokesperson by a wide margin, outranking experts, employees, and 
journalists (celebrities, models,  
and actors ranked at the bottom). 

Beyond social media, advertisers are increasingly using found content for traditional 
channels like broadcast and OOH. Take these ads by Credit Karma, YouTube, and 
Facebook, for instance – all three use footage created by real people. 

Lisa Bright explains why the “resurgence of UGC” is only going to continue: “It plays  
into the authenticity that brands want to exude … you can’t always produce something  
to look real. Sometimes it has to actually be real.” The same applies to the ambassadors 
for your brand – sometimes they actually have to be real. 
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http://www2.turntonetworks.com/2017consumerstudy
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2018-10/2018_Edelman_Earned_Brand_Global_Report.pdf
https://www.howfunworks.com/projects/credit-karma/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uem7QFp0uKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4zd7X98eOs
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Retrospective 
marketing 
inspires trust4

TREND

Nothing is more fundamental to a healthy relationship between brands and 
consumers than trust. As a 2018 PwC survey reports, “trust in brand” is one of the 
top reasons consumers decide to do business with a company, and this trust is much 
harder to gain than it is to lose. While brands can earn trust by providing high-
quality products and services, personalized experiences, and responsive customer 
service, what about the consumers who aren’t customers yet? How can brands 
demonstrate that they’re trustworthy in the first place? 
 
It’s important for brands to remember the first half of the term story-showing.
They have to present a compelling narrative about how they’ve always embodied 
the virtues outlined in this report: social responsibility, a commitment to improving 
the communities of their customers, and authenticity. This is where retrospective 
marketing comes in: by emphasizing the positive impact your brand has had over  
the years, you won’t just show consumers what you’ve accomplished – you’ll also 
make a strong case for what they can expect in the future. 

Visual content is one of the most memorable ways for brands to tell their stories. 
Consumers are used to seeing banners that say things like “serving you for 150 
years” or “since 1850,” but images of a brand’s connection to history are much  
more striking and emotionally resonant. Consider Jeep’s Portraits ad, which ran 
during the Super Bowl in 2016. The ad fused images of the most iconic Jeep 
(the Willys MB, which was used throughout World War II) with shots of soldiers, 
celebrities (Marilyn Monroe and B.B. King both make appearances), and references  
to films with connections to Jeep (Jurassic Park and The Terminator). 

With “Portraits,” Jeep demonstrated how a brand can be entwined with our lives for 
decades. This is a reassuring message for consumers – as Schiller explains, “People 
will constantly seek that which makes them safe and secure,” which is why familiar 
images are so moving. 

“
”

Brands that are successful know themselves 
and know their promise.

CHUCK SCHILLER Group Creative Head and Writer, Richards Group
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https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/consumer-markets/consumer-insights-survey/2018/survey/consumer-trust.html
https://adage.com/videos/jeep-portraits/703
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“Portraits” is a clear example of story-showing. Jeep doesn’t need to go into detail 
about the history of its brand because the images speak for themselves. Other auto 
manufacturers point to their rich histories as well. Mercedes Benz recently produced 
an ad about Bertha Benz, who “went on the first long-distance journey with an 
automobile.” Several years ago, Dodge ran a series of ads about its founders, John 
and Horace Dodge. And Ford recently ran an ad starring Bryan Cranston, who tells 
viewers: “Talk doesn’t get things done. Building does. Building like we have for the 
last 115 years.” 

Retrospective ads don’t just explain the history of a brand – they capture its values. 
As Bright explains, effective ads always tell a “larger brand story,” and brands have  
to be “smarter about figuring out how it all fits together.” Or as Schiller puts it: 
“Brands that are successful know themselves and know their promise.” 

Retrospection as a creative concept ranges from looking back at the history of a 
brand or industry, to a wider reflection on poignant historical anniversaries, like we 
saw this year with IBM’s homage to the 50th Anniversary Moon landing. Brands are 
using visuals from the past to celebrate the future, and are creating long-lasting 
relevance by aligning their brand to a history we all share.

Retrospection as a creative concept ranges from looking back at the history of a brand  
or industry, to a wider reflection on poignant historical anniversaries, like we saw this year 

with IBM’s homage to the 50th Anniversary Moon landing. Brands are using visuals  
from the past to celebrate the future, and are creating long-lasting relevance by  

aligning their brand to a history we all share.

Visual Trend: What is old is new again

Retrospective ads don’t just 
explain the history of a brand – 

they capture its values. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsGrFYD5Nfs&t=69s
https://adage.com/creativity/work/pick/44962
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVlfclOpsK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPgtfOwuUGY
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We’re seeing more brands move toward brand anthems to create or highlight brand 
equity moments. These are aspirational stories that elevate the brand as part of a 

larger conversation in response to major social or cultural events, ideally resulting in 
influential, shareable and conversational content. Often times archival or editorial 

content can help tell a brand anthem, through the lens of retrospection. 

Visual Trend: Authentic, anthemic content moves the needle

This is particularly true for companies that make trust an explicit part of their 
brand promise, such as news organizations. The Washington Post opened its first 
Superbowl ad in 2019 with images of the D-Day invasion, the Civil Rights Movement, 
and the Oklahoma City bombing. The narrator (Tom Hanks) explains that, whenever 
these momentous events happen, “There is someone to gather the facts – to 
bring you the story, no matter the cost.” The ad then shows images of journalists 
who were captured or killed in the line of duty: Austin Tice, Marie Colvin, and the 
Washington Post’s own Jamal Khashoggi. 

Bright cites The New York Times’ recent “The truth is worth it” campaign as a prime 
example of story-showing. In a series of ads released in late 2018 and early 2019, 
The Times provides short, dramatic summaries of a few of its recent stories about 
subjects ranging from the Mexican government’s use of spyware against journalists 

to an in-depth examination of ISIS’s brutality. Like the portraits of slain and captured 
journalists, these ads speak for themselves by revealing the amount of hard work 
and personal risk involved in the production of excellent journalism. When it comes 
to major newspapers and media outlets, the brand promise is inextricably linked to 
the social good.

We’re seeing more brands move toward brand anthems to create or highlight brand 
equity moments. These are aspirational stories that elevate the brand as part of a 
larger conversation in response to major social or cultural events, ideally resulting 
in influential, shareable and conversational content. Often times archival or editorial 
content can help tell a brand anthem, through the lens of retrospection. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDjfg8YlKHc
https://www.nytimes.com/subscription/truth/the-truth-is-worth-it
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The concept of story-showing runs through every subject in this report. We’re 
living in a hyper-visual era: from the stratospheric growth of platforms that 
are built around visual content to the soaring number of independent content 
creators who use those platforms. And as consumers become more interested 
in authentic brands that reflect their values, companies need to develop 
engaging ways to tell their stories. These are just a few of the reasons why 
brands and marketers should watch the following trends closely: 

Conclusion
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Belief-driven buyers aren’t going anywhere.  
At a time when consumers are rejecting strictly transactional 
relationships with brands and demanding that companies 
reflect their values, social responsibility has to be a top 
priority. And it isn’t enough to merely announce what you 
stand for – consumers want brands to explain how they’re 
working to address social and political problems. As Tom 
Dunlap of Hecho Studios observes: “These are topics that 
matter and brands have the ability to amplify.”

Localization is only becoming more important. 
The trend toward personalization has coincided with the 
emerging expectation that brands understand and support 
consumers’ unique communities – whether in the U.S. or 
abroad. Brands and marketers also have to engage with 
influencers who have an intimate understanding of their 
cities and countries. From mini-documentaries and ads 
about your brand’s local impact to targeted marketing  
that incorporates local cultural touchpoints, localization  
can forge stronger relationships with your customers  
and introduce your brand to larger markets.

Digital ambassadors such as influencers 
and micro-influencers aren’t just valuable partners 
because they help marketers meet the swelling demand 
for content and handle strict budget constraints. They’re 
natural story-showers who can help brands forge 
authentic, trust-based relationships with customers. 
This makes them ideal spokespeople for your brand’s 
values and helps you reach both larger markets and 
local communities at the same time.  

Retrospective marketing helps brands 
tell their stories in a way that promotes their values 
and demonstrates how those values have been integral 
to the company’s history. Marketers can also make 
historical connections that remind consumers how  
the brand was part of a larger national story (think  
of the Willys MB or the Washington Post’s coverage  
of Watergate). And with the right visual content, you 
can show your story instead of just telling it. 

There’s a stark difference between a trend and a fad. While visual mediums 
will come and go (remember Vine?), the era of story-showing is just beginning. 
American adults spend almost half the day interacting with media, and 
a significant proportion of that time is devoted to engaging with visual 
content. With all the pictures and videos consumers are bombarded with 
every day—especially on social media—brands have to figure out how they 
can distinguish themselves. If they tell the world what they stand for, know 
who and where their customers are, and produce authentic, high-quality 
content, that’s exactly what they’ll do.
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https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2018/time-flies-us-adults-now-spend-nearly-half-a-day-interacting-with-media/
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